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Grade-related criteria 
 
Grade A  
 
Candidates show evidence of outstanding professional, academic and personal powers of 
communication, and through their writings and other productions will show considerable 
capacity for leadership. Professional knowledge will be refined through processes of research, 
scholarship and critical reflection, and applied creatively and with success in work with 
children. The candidate will demonstrate the clear capacity to analyse pedagogy within their 
immediate and wider professional contexts, drawing from appropriate intellectual 
perspectives, showing a good understanding of learning and an acute awareness of the values 
underpinning or influencing pedagogic practice. 
 
Grade B  
 
Candidates show themselves as accomplished communicators in professional, academic and 
personal terms, in a way that motivates or inspires confidence. There is clear evidence that the 
candidate's professional knowledge has advanced through working with children, and that this 
has been the product both of principled reflection and engagement with appropriate 
research/literature. The candidate is able to show a full understanding of their immediate 
professional context within the framework of wider educational debates to which they can 
participate fluently. Teaching situations can be successfully analysed and addressed as a result 
of systematic enquiry and a sound understanding of learning, resulting in the identification of 
clear strategies that are implemented and evaluated.  
 
Grade C  
 
Candidates show the capacity for effective professional, academic and personal 
communication. Professional knowledge will be applied successfully in work with children, 
and will be influenced by reference to appropriate ideas and through conscious and informed 
reflection on practice. The candidate will show a good understanding of their immediate 
professional context and a demonstrable awareness of wider educational debates to which 
they are willing and able to participate. Candidates will be able to demonstrate an 
understanding of learning and their independence and self-direction in tackling and solving 
problems and challenges that arise in their teaching. 
 
Grade D  
 
Candidates do not show consistently high levels of communication with regard to 
professional, academic or personal matters. Though there may be evidence of growing 
professional confidence and skill, there is little demonstration of a commitment to systematic 
or informed professional learning that may substantially improve the quality of their work 
with children. The candidate shows only limited capacity to articulate their contribution to 
their immediate professional context and is not well informed about wider educational 
debates. Though demonstrably effective as a member of a team of colleagues there is only 
limited evidence of the candidate's capacity for autonomous planning and implementation of 
ideas or strategies to tackle professional challenges arising out of a clear identification of 
learning needs. 


